Abstract. This paper describes the essential spectrum and index function of the operator X -» AXB, where A, B, and X are Hubert space operators. Analogous results are given for the restriction of this operator to a norm ideal and partial analogues are given for sums of such operators and for the case when the operators act on a Banach space.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to describe the Fredholm essential spectrum and index function for a class of operators of the form X -» AXB, where A, B, and X are Hilbert space operators. We also describe the essential spectra and index functions of the restrictions of these operators to norm ideals. These results thus complement the spectral analysis of multiplications initiated by Lumer and Rosenblum [20] .
Let % denote a separable, infinite-dimensional, complex Hilbert space and let £,(%) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on %. For operators A and B in £(%), let S = S (A, B) and <3" = <5(A, B) denote the operators on &(%) defined by S (A") = AXB and <5(X) = AX -XB. More generally, let {Ax, . . . , An) and {Bx, . . . , Bn) denote commutative subsets of t(%), and define the elementary operator <& on t(%) by <3l(A") = 2"=, AiXBi [20] . Spectral properties of ÇR. were studied by Lumer and Rosenblum (in the more general context of Banach algebras), who proved the spectral inclusion formula°C &) C { 2 «,&: «, Ê a(Af), ßt E o(B,), 1< / < n J (#) [20, Theorem 4] .
In terms of applications, the most important elementary operators are the multiplications S (A, B) and the generalized derivations ^(A, B); these have been studied in great detail from a variety of viewpoints (e.g. [1] , [2] , [8] , [10] ). For these operators, the spectral inclusion (*) reduces to equality [20, Theorem 10] , [9, Theorem 3.2] . Moreover, the spectral analysis of generalized derivations is essentially complete: the right and left spectra [11] , the approximate point and defect spectra [7] , the essential spectrum [13] , the case of dense range [12] , and the semi-Fredholm domain and index function [14] have all been described. In this note we provide the analogue of [13] for multiplications; the remainder of the spectral analysis for multiplications appears in a companion paper [15] . The techniques we use here are very similar to those employed in [13] , but the results themselves are almost entirely independent of [13] .
For a norm ideal ($-, ||| • |||) in £(%), let S^ = %^(A, B) denote the restriction of S to $•; clearly S and Sj are bounded operators on £(%) and j-, respectively. § §2 and 3 are devoted to proving the identity *.( §) = °e(%) = o(A)ae(B) U ae(A)a(B) (Theorems 3.1, 3.9) and to describing the index functions of S and S* (Theorem 3.8). ( §2 is actually a listing of preliminary lemmas which can be referred to as necessary in §3.) §3 also contains an essential spectral inclusion formula for elementary operators (Theorem 3.13), the analogue of (*) for essential spectra.
The remainder of this section is devoted to notation and terminology. Let % denote a complex Banach space and let £(9C) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on 9C. For T in £(9C), let a(T) denote the spectrum of T and let ar( T) and a¡( T) denote, respectively, the right and left spectra of T.
Let and ale(T) denote, respectively, the right and left essential spectra of T, i.e.
are(T) = ar(T) and a/e(T) = a¡(T). A hole in ae(T) is a bounded component of
C\ae(T) [22, p. 2] ; for the basic facts about essential spectra of Hilbert space operators, we rely on the presentation in [22] , from which we will borrow freely.
We require certain facts about norm ideals in ñ(%) (symmetrically-normed ideals in the sense of [16] ). If (fy, \\\ ■ |||) is a norm ideal, X E $-, and if A and B are in £(%), then (i) ||*|| < |||*||| [16, p. 69] ; (ii) |||*||| = |||**||| [16, p. 68] , and (hi) |||/1*£||| < MU |||*||| ||.8|| [16, p. 68 ]; we will use these results without further reference. We will also make reference to [5] and [16] concerning ideal sets and the notion of affiliation to an ideal. Because the results of [5] and [16] are presented only in the context of separable Hilbert space, we have also formulated our results in this setting. We note, however, that the main results of this paper are valid in the nonseparable case, and the interested reader may wish to reformulate the results of [5] and [16] so as to cover this case.
Let S(3C) and 6ll(%) denote, respectively, the groups of all invertible and unitary operators in £(%). We denote similarity and unitary equivalence by -and «a . In the sequel we will employ certain extensions of these relations. Operators T and S in £(%) are approximately similar (T~S) if there exists a sequence {*"} C S (DC) such that supJ|*J| < oo, sup"||A'^1|| < oo, and lim\\Xn'xTXn -S'il = 0 [17] . T and S are approximately unitarily equivalent (TzaS) if there exists a sequence {(/"}c %(%) such that lim\\U*TU" -S\\ = 0 [17] , [24] . Approximate similarity and approximate unitary equivalence are equivalence relations in £(%).
2. Preliminaries. Let % denote a complex Banach space and let T be in £(9C).
Let y(T) = inf{||Tx||:x E %, dist(x, ker(r)) > 1} Proof. The proof is a slight variation of the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4; we omit the details.
In the next lemma we return to our previous context (3C, = %2 = % (separable)).
Lemma 2.8 [4] , [20] . o(%¿A, B)) = a(%(A, B)) = a(A)a(B); if X E C \ o-(S(y4, B)) and X E %, then (% -X)~X(X) G %.
Proof. The identity a(c>(A, B)) = a(A)a(B) is due to Lumer and Rosenblum [20, Theorem 10] , and the identity a(%^(A, B)) = a(A)a(B) was first given by Brown and Pearcy [4] (cf. [9] ). Recall from [9, Theorem lo 0 / belongs to %. Since *,2 is affiliated with $', the characteristic sequence of (**2*12)1/2 belongs to J; [6, Lemma 1.2] implies that the characteristic sequence of (Y* Y)x/2 = Og^x © (*f2*12),/2 also belongs to J and the result follows. We next record a simple but useful topological fact.
Lemma 2.11. Let % and °V denote open bounded nonempty subsets of the plane and let a G %, ß G T. Then there exists a positive real number t0 such that (i) t0a E bdry(%) and ß/t0 E T~, or (ii) t0a G % and ß/t0 G bdry(cY).
Proof. Since % and T are open, a G %, ß G % there exists 8 > 1 such that if 1 < t <8, then ta G % and B/f G T. Since % is bounded, there exists 80 > 8 such that 80a E bdry(%) and ta G % for 1 < / < 8Q. If ß/S0 G T", we may set t0 = Óq. If ß/80 G T, then since T is bounded and open, there exists fi,, 1 < 5, < 50, such that ß/5, G bdry(T). Since 1 < 5, < ô0, 8xa E %, so we may set t0 = §,; the proof is complete.
We conclude this section with some results from [13] and [14] that we will cite frequently in the sequel. The first result is due to C. Apóstol [ Consider the case when, for some i, a¡ = (X) (a singleton) and T -X is Fredholm. In this case the Riesz subspace for T corresponding to {X} is finite dimensional and we denote its dimension by m( T, X). If we denote this subspace by 9H, then there exists k > 0 such that 9IL = {x G %: (T -X)kx = 0}. Moreover, 91L is isomorphic to the subspace %¡ described in Lemma 2.13 (since DC, is the Riesz subspace for T corresponding to {X}), and thus dim(DC,) = dim(9tt) = m(T,X)(< oo). 3. Essential spectra of multiplications. In this section we characterize the essential spectra and index functions of the multiplications S (/I, B) and §>AA, B). The main result, which follows, is the analogue of the Brown-Pearcy identity a(%^(A, B)) = a(A)a(B) [4] . A, B) ).
Proof. We give the proof for the inclusion al(A)ale(B) c ojÇèA^A, B)); the proof of the other inclusion is similar and will be omitted. Let a G a¡(A), ß G ale(B), and let A = aß; we seek to show that SA A, B) -X is not Fredholm.
If a G ar(A), the result follows from Lemma 3.3, and if ß E are(B), the result follows from Lemma 3.2. We may thus assume that a G % = a(A) \ ar(A) and that ß G T = ae(B) \ are(B). % and T are bounded open subsets of the plane and Lemma 2.11 implies that there exists a positive real number t0 such that (i) t0a E bdry(^l) and ß/t0 G T", or (ii) t0a E % and ß/t0 G bdryí'V). In case (i), t0a G bdry(%) c ar(A) and ß/t0 E °V~ c ale(B); thus X=(t0a)(ß/tßEar(A)ale (B) and the result follows from Lemma 3.3. In case (ii), t0a G % c a,(A) and ß/t0 G bdry(T) c are(B), so the result follows from Lemma 3.2. A, B) ).
To prove the reverse inclusion we require the following two preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 3.6. 7/a G a(A), ß G a(B), and X = aß £ a(A, B), then a is an isolated point of a(A) or ß is an isolated point of a(B).
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a is not isolated in a(A) and ß is not isolated in a(B). Since a G a(A), ß G a(B), but aß £ a(A, B), then a £ ae(A) and ß £ ae(B). Thus there exists a hole % in ae(A) and a hole T in ae(B) such that a G %. c <t(/1) \ ae(^) and ß G T C <r(B) \ ae(B). Lemma 2.11 implies that there exists / > 0 such that (i) ta E bdry(9l) and j8/(eT,or (ii) ta E % and ß/t G bdry(T).
In case (i), since bdry(%) c ae(A) and T~ c a(B), we have A = aß = (ta)(ß/t) G o-^)o-(ß) C a(A, B), a contradiction. In case (ii), since bdryCT) c ae(B) and % c a(A), we have A = (ta)(ß/t) G a(^l)ae(B) c a(^, B)
, also a contradiction. The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.7. Let X G o-(,4)a(B) \ a(v4, B). T/ie« X^O and the set {(a, ß) G a(y4)
X a(B): aß = X] is finite.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A = 0. Since 0 G a(A)a(B), either 0 G a(A) or 0 G a(B). In the first case, since ae(B) =£ 0, it follows that 0 G a(A)ae(B) c a(A, B), a contradiction; if 0 G a(B), then 0 G ae(A)a(B), which is also a contradiction. Thus A =f= 0 and it suffices to prove that * = {(a, ß) G a(A) X a(B): aß = A} is finite.
Suppose the contrary and let {(an, ß")}^=1 denote a sequence of distinct points of *. Note that for n =£ m, an =£ am and ß" ¥= ßm; for if an = am, then ßn = X/an = X/am = ßm, which contradicts the assumption that the points are distinct. Similarly, ßn ¥= ßm for n =£ m. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that a" -> a and ß" -> ß; clearly a G a(A), ß E a(B), and aß = A £ a(y4, B). However, since a is not isolated in a(A ) and ß is not isolated in a(B), we have a contradiction to Lemma 3.6.
We are now in a position to prove that ae(c>AA, B)) c a(A, B). Since, from Lemma 2. Let DC, and % denote copies of DC, A G £(DC,) and B G £(%ß. We identify £(DC) with £(DC2, DC,) and regard S(A, B) as an operator on £(%2, DC,). Let X E a (A)a(B)\ a(A, B) . It follows from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 that there exist integers p and n, p > n > 0, p > 0, distinct nonzero points ax, . . . , a", . . ., a^ G a(A) \ ae(A), and distinct nonzero points ß,, . . . , ßn, . . ., ßp E a(B) \ ae(B) such that the following properties are satisfied:
(1) a,.ß,. = X, 1 <i<p; (2) if n > 0, then a, is isolated in a(A), 1 < / < n; (3) ifp > n, then ß, is isolated in a(B), n + 1 < i < p; {(a,, ß,) , . . . , (a", ß")} is missing. Similarly, if each a, is isolated in a(A), we may take p = n, so that {(a"+,, ßn+\), ■ ■ ■ , («p, ß^,)} is missing. In the sequel we assume that 1 < n <p; the other cases entail certain obvious modifications (simplifications) of the following argument.)
From Lemma 2.13, there exists an orthogonal decomposition DC, = 91L0 © • • • ©91L" and operators A¡ E £(91tj) (0 < i < n) such that (5) 91L, is finite dimensional, 1 < i* < n; (6)a(Ai)= {a,}, 1 < i < n; (l)a(Aßn {a"...,a"} =0; For * G £(DC), let R(X) be defined by the matrix which modifies the first row and last column of S'(X) as in (2). We will prove that R\f is Fredholm and then conclude that SA^A', B') -X = S'\j-is Fredholm by a perturbation argument. Let R0(X), X E £(%j, DC,), 0 < / < n, n + 1 < j < p + I, be the operator on £(DCy, DC,) defined by the row i, column j entry of R(X). It follows from (4), (7), (8), (11), and (12) that A G a(Aßa(Bp+x), so [9, Theorem 3.2] implies that R0,p + i = S(A0, Bp + X) -X is invertible. Let 1 < i < n and n + 1 < j < p. Since a(A¡) = {a,} (1 < /' < n) and a(Bß = {ßß (n + 1 < j < p), and since the ß7's are nonzero and the a,'s distinct, it follows that a,/?, £ a(Ai)a(Bß. Thus B,y = S (A" Bß -Ujßj is invertible for 1 <i < n and n + 1 < j < p [9] . whose ideal set is identical to that of f.
Since B0p+, is invertible, Lemma 2.9 implies that there exists X0p+X £ £(9Ç+i, %>) such that X0¡p + X is affiliated with %' and R0,P+i(X0,p+ù = \p+x.
For 1 < /' < n and « + 1 < j < p, RtJ is invertible; thus there exists XtJ G £(DCy, DC,) such that R^Xß = Y0; note that since DC,-and DC, are finite dimensional, each such *,-, is a finite rank operator. We consider next the operators R0J, n + 1 < j < p, defined by B0,,(*) = (A0 -aßXßj (* G £(%, DQ).
Since oLj £ ae(A) = ae(A'), (8) (above) implies that A0 -a, is Fredholm; therefore, since DC, is finite dimensional, Lemma 2.14 implies that R0J is Fredholm and ind(R0ß = ind(A0 -a,)dim(DC,)
= ind(^T -aßm{B', ßß = ind(A -aßm{B, ßß.
In particular, since Rqj has closed range, there exists X0J G £(DC,, DCq) such that R0j(X0ß = Y0j. Similarly, since DC, is finite dimensional and Bp+X -ß, is Fredholm (1 < i < n), then Rip+X is Fredholm for 1 < i < n, and 
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In particular, there exists Xip+X E £(%p + x, DC,) such that B,/,+ ,(*,/J+1) = Yip + X (1 < / < n). Let * G £(DC2, DC,) be defined by the operator matrix (Xß. Since X0p+X is affiliated with f and Xtj is a finite rank operator for i ^ 0 or 7 ¥=p + 1, Lemma 2.10 implies that * G f. Since R(X) = Y, it follows that R\f has closed range.
To calculate the index of R\f, note that B(> is invertible for /' > 0 and j <p + 1, and B0/)+, is invertible. Since DC, (1 </'<«) and %¡ (n + 1 < j < p) are finite dimensional, it follows that nul(B|£) = nul ( Remark. If each ß, is isolated in a(B), we may take n = 0 and delete {(a,, ß,), . . . , (an, ßß); if each a, is isolated in a(A), we may take p = n and delete {(an + x, ß"+1), . . . , (a^,, ß^,)}. In general, the above decomposition is not unique since there may exist points a and ß such that a is isolated in a(A), ß is isolated in a(B), and aß = X £ ae(S^ (^, B) ). In this case, however, since ind04 -a) = ind(B -ß) = 0, neither ind(^ -a)m(B, ß) nor ind(B -ß)m(A, a) contributes to ind (S^(A, B) -A) .
By a minor modification of the preceding proofs (replacing the norm ideal $• by £(DC)), we arrive at the following description of the essential spectrum and index function of S (A, B). S(A, B) ) valid in the Banach space case?
For a discussion of related results and questions concerning the operator 'S (A, B), see the concluding remarks of [13, §3] .
We conclude by considering the elementary operators studied by Lumer and Rosenblum [20] and Embry and Rosenblum [9] . Let % denote a Banach space and let {Aj}"=x and {B,}"=, denote commuting families in £(9C). 
Equality in (*) is obtained if n = 1 or if certain functional relationships between the B,'s are satisfied [9] , [20, Theorem 10] . We next provide an analogue of (*) for essential spectra. the proof is complete. We will not pursue the question of equality in (**), although better results seem likely for the special cases studied in [9] and [20] , particularly in the Hubert space case. Note, however, that even for n = 1, we are unable to prove equality in (**) for the Banach space case (cf. Question 3.12). Moreover, in the Hilbert space case, equality in (**) fails for the operator 'S (A, B) [13] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For the Hubert space case (9C = DC) we have an analogue of (**) for the restriction of <3l to a norm ideal $-, 91^. i=i i=i Theorem 3.1 shows that the inclusion (***) reduces to an equality if n = 1, but in general Theorem 3.14 is not sharp. For the operator S^(A, B), the right-hand side of (***) is equal to a(A) -a(B), but the following result shows that ae(S^ (A, B) ) has a different description.
